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Algorithms of video traffic image processing, presented below, have been developed by CMM
and INRETS using 256x256x6 bits images collected from various scenes covering a 150 m area
of a freeway under various weather conditions. -- - -"

First, ro~ct~t~~on is automatically performed. The road and traffic lanes "±ffi~s are
use"d to deriverela't-ionships between real and image distances and to build image t"ransfor-
mations independant from the perspective view.

Then, markers of the vehicles are extracted using geometrical adapted filters. These
markers are joined to define a single marker for each vehicle.

In certain conditions, images of a traffic scene give to the traffic engineer a lot of
valuable informations. Due to its efficiency and flexibility video image analysis can be
used in the three main domains of traffic management, that is measuring, monitoring and
control. Moreover, this technique permits spatial measurements not available by classical
means. Finally, portability, and ease of installation are substantial advantages.

On the other hand the use of video imaging raises a lot of problems, in particular pers-
pectives distortion, variations of illumination, great variability in the shape of the
vehicles. Furthermore it is necessary to collect and to analyse successive images with high
frequency in order to obtain accurate measurements.

Despite the fact that many researchers have been involved in that problem, there exists
currently no system working correctly under all the various traffic conditions. We shall
present below the main results of a two years study performed in collaboration between the
French National Research Institute of Transports and their Security (INRETS) and the
Mathematical Morphology Center of Paris School of Mines (CMM/EMP).

The presented algorithms have been developed using motorway traffic images which have
been collected with a video recorder and then digitized (256x256x6 bits). We considered
various traffic scenes under daylight conditions for various weather conditions, each scene
covering a 100-200 m area of a three lanes freeway. Pictures can be front or rear views. In
a first approach, moderately dense traffic has been analysed. In order to use already ins-
talled cameras, we prohibited the use of more sophisticated sensors than CCD or infra-red
cameras. On this connection, we wanted to develop a system able to work with remote
controlled cameras. This means that the image of the same scene may change if an operator
has moved the camera in the meantime for incident detection purpose for instance.

The image analysis algorithms use widely the tools of the mathematical morphology. This
image processing methodology provides quick, efficient, and flexible means of treatment.
Furthermore, this treatment can be easily implemented in hardware processors 1.

Three main steps can be defined in the process. In the first one (lanes detection), we
try to automatically select the region of interest of the scene, composed of the different
lanes of the road. Then, the vehicles are detected in a second step (vehicles detection). In
that step, images are individually considered, our foremost aim being to detect each vehicle
and to associate to it a single marker. In the last step (tracking), trajectories of all the
detected vehicles are built lane by lane and traffic measurements are derived from them.



The interest of the lanes detection is twofold. First, we focus the process on the region
of interest of the scene. This enables a faster processing, prevent from false vehicle
detections and makes the trajectories computation quick and easy. The second interest is to
take into account the image distortion due to the perspective view. As a matter of fact, on
the image provided by a camera covering few hundred meters of road, the apparent size of the
vehicles varies greatly between the foreground and the background. So, it is compulsory to
compensate this distortion by computing for every pixel of the image a size of transforma-
tion related to the distance between the camera and the corresponding point in the real
scene.

All this procedure uses a generated image called difference image (O-image). This image
is computed by averaging the differences of successive images

n
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where Ii is the cUl:rn~"~mage at time i and n the number of
[80-100]·.

This provides a picture of the moving parts of the scene (Fig. 1). O-image is filtered
by morphological opening transformations (Fig. 2) and thresholded.

The resulting binary image is then processed : erosion and picture reconstruction for
small features elimination, holes closing, the final result being a binary picture where
every lane is marked by a simply connected component: the traffic areas (Fig. 3).

Then, the image of the outside of the road is built by dilating the previous one and
addition of the two pictures gives an image where every important part of the scene is
simply marked: one marker per lane and one marker per sideway area (Fig. 4). This image and
the morphological transform called skeleton by zones of influence (SKIZ) are finally used
to entirely partition the scene (Fig. 5).

Sometimes, more refined algorithms may be used especially when the ground layout of the
road is available. In that case, we perform a SKIZ conditioned by the image of the ground
layout derived from the following average image (Fig. 6)

n

L Iii=l
A binary image of the ground layout is obtained from the A-image by using the morpho-

logical Top-hat transformation followed by a thresholding (Fig. 7). This more sophisticated
procedure leads to a better positionning of the traffic lanes (Fig. 8).





3.2. Real distances computation
<1)( -

The real distances computation uses a scale factor. This scale
pixel of the image and to its neighbourhood the real distances of
in the scene :

factor associates to every
the corresponding points

dp(Xi,Xj) = eij dr(Xi,Xj)

dp and dr are respectively the distances between the two adjacent pixels xi and Xj and the
two corresponding points of the road xi' Xj'"

For the sake of simplicity, this scale factor which varies wi~h the direction in the
image, is calculated in the horizontal and vertical directions. Moreover, these two scale
factors eh and ev are supposed to only depend on the vertical coordinate of the point in
the image. They are given by the following formulas (Fig. 9) :
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The parameters hand L are the height of the camera and the width of the road respecti-
vely. Other parameters can be easily calculated from the lanes image.

These scale factors are used to segment the region of interest of the image into diffe-
rent strips such that in each one there corresponds a fixed image distance expressed in
pixels to a given real distance in meters. The distance variation in the image between
adjacent strips is equal to one pixel. Thus, all transformations involving the size of the
objects to be detected can be defined in terms of real distances, the "true" transforms
being performed in the different zones of the image using the corresponding sizes in pixels.
These transformations are defined by means of a generalization of the morphological geodesic
operators 2



The vehicles detection is the result of the analysis of the scene one picture at a time.
This way of doing, that is not to take into account the movements of the objects, seems to
give better results especially for incident or accident detection, situations where vehicles
are not moving any more.

Vehicles are detected by use of visual and geometrical features which may exist in the
picture. Vehicles are made of a collection of dark and white zones (front shadow and radia-
tor gril, hood, windscreen, roof, etc ... ). Among them, the front shadow is the most impor-
tant and permanent feature. For that reason, the vehicles detection process always starts
with the extraction of this front zone. This feature being a shadow, a local grey-tone
minimum of the image 3. Thus, these minima are extracted and filtered: those which are
wide enough (1 m is the lower limit) and dark enough (darker than the average grey value of
the road) are retained and thresholded (Fig. 10).

The white features are then detected since they correspond always to geometrically well-
shaped objects (roofs and hoods), they are revealed by a Top-hat transform. Here again this
image is thresholded and a filtering procedure using linear openings eliminates every too
small and to narrow components (Fig. 11).

These two procedures provide, .most of the time, more than one marker associated to each
vehicle. Hence, the third part of the vehicles detection algorithm consists in joining these
various markers. To achieve this, vertical upward dilations of the dark marker are performed.
The dilation size is approximately equal to the length of a vehicle. White markers not
reached by this process are then joined in a second step in vertical downward dilations of
greater size (Fig. 12, 13). The final result is a single marker associated to each vehicle.
This unique marker is placed in front of the vehicle (Pig. 14).



Figure 13. Markers concatenation (black-
zonesL-~d !?: original image

5. VEHICLES TRACKING

Figure 14. Detected vehicles (marked wltn a'
white token

The above markers are used, lane by lane, to build vehicles trajectories. The position of
each vehicle is plotted, time versus road axis in a 2D-map (Fig. 15).

Road
axis

Figure 15. 2D-mapped markers

The various points are joined to form the time trajectory of each vehicle. The concatena-
tion algorithm is predictive : using the average speed of the vehicles in the scene calcula-
ted from their previous positions, every point at time ti is joined to the best fitting
point at time ti+l (Fig. 16).

This time versus position representation of the markers and the drawing of the trajecto-
ries increase the accuracy of vehicles detection, by eliminating false markers or, on the
other hand by joining markers using a larger interval of time, despite the fact that a
marker may have been lost.

Doing so, some particular events (vehicle moving from its traffic lane, standstill
vehicle, etc ... ) may be recognized.

Finally, many traffic variables may be derived from that mapping: volume of traffic,
vehicles concentration, speed (instant or mean) of each vehicle, average speed of the traffic
in the scene, percentage of the road occupied by the vehicles, and so on.



These image processing algorithms have been tested on various traffic situations. More
than ten sites were ana lysed with more than a hundred images in each, images being collected
at a rate of four per second. Figures 17 to 22 illustrate some of these scenes and the
result of the detection.

The average vehicle false detection percentage of the method (calculated on more than
twenty thousand vehicles) is less than 3 % after the second phase (vehicles detections) and
falls down close to 0 % after the third phase (vehicles tracking), this last step allowing
the complete elimination of false detections.

Presented method gives good results in medium traffic density. But it is necessary to
adapt it for high density conditions. Since now results are good enough to lead INRETS and
CMM to build up a real time traffic sensor. These two subjects : detection in high density
conditions and development of a real time processor are both our new objectives.

Figure 17. View of a 110 meters stretch of a
3 lanes freeway from upstream the
camera is 30 meters high and the
traffic density is a medium one

Figure 18. Only the 3 main lanes are considered
Cars and trucks are well detected
in spite of lateral shadow



Figure 19. Successful detections of different
types of trucks and cars on the
3 le4cd;tm~:..

Figure 21. Successful detection in spite of
a very bad original image

Figure 20. Wide area (220 m) and a rather
high density of traffic ~.~ --._.

Figure 22. 2D-mapped (time versus axis road)
trajectories. The instantaneous
speeds (meters per second) are
showed on each detection point
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